[The relevance between obstructive sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome andchronic obstructive pulmonary disease in China: A Meta-analysis].
Objective:To assess the correlation between obstructive sleep apnea hypopnea syndrome(OSAHS) and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease(COPD).Method: Databases such as Chinese Biomedical Literature Database, PubMed, Chinese Academic Journals full-text database, Wanfang Resource Database and Chongqing VIP have been searched to collect literatures about the relationship between OSAHS and COPD. The literature in conference proceedings and certain unpublished articles were also manually retrieved. RCT conformed to the condition was evaluated according to the standards of literature assessment, and the data has been extracted. The RevMan5.3 software was applied to carry out the same Metaanalysis.Result: Totally 19 articles were included, and Metaanalysis reveal that overlap syndrome(OS) patient's apnea hypopnea index is significantly higher than those of OSAHS patients［WMD=7.56, 95%CI（4.19,10.94）, P<0.01］; The LSaO₂ of OS patients is significantly lower than OSAHS patients［WMD=-10.50, 95%CI(-11.58, -6.08),P<0.01］; OS patients' FEV₁/FVC is significantly lower than COPD patients［WMD=4.65,95%CI（1.15,8.15）,P<0.01］.The results revealed that subgroup analysis according to the sample volume, age, body mass index(BMI) and FEV₁/FVC between OS patients and OSAHS patients has heterogeneity, but when analysis with the score of ESS the heterogeneity does not exist. Further, the subgroup analysis according to the sample volume, BMI, AHI,LSaO₂ and the time of Oxygen is lower than 90%(T90) those index between OS patients and COPD patients has heterogeneity, and the heterogeneity does not exist when subgroup is analyses with neck circumference. The funnel schema was nearly symmetry with little bias.Conclusion:The experimental results indicate that OSAHS is significantly related with COPD, and they may be the mutual risk factor for each other..